
The importance of accurate, timely information

When it comes to ensuring positive community outcomes, having access to the right information

at the right time is crucial to making the best possible decisions.

The right information helps case managers build a more complete and clear picture when

assessing a case. And by better understanding the circumstances, they can more effectively

evaluate risks and make critical decisions in time-pressured environments. 

But for many government agencies, accessing accurate, high-quality and timely information

is a challenge. 

Data is often stored across multiple sources internally, or across different organisations, making

sharing information difficult. In cases where information can be shared, human error, different

data formats and incomplete records can create inconsistencies and inaccuracies. Strict

privacy legislation around data sharing adds another layer of complexity. 

Together, these challenges represent missed opportunities, delays in decision-making and

real-world consequences for the community. 

Overcoming roadblocks in data sharing

Objective Reach is a sophisticated data matching solution that finds relevant matching records

across different systems, whether they’re internal or external to your organisation. 

It enables data to be shared across different systems, including on-premise, cloud based,

legacy or bespoke systems. Offering intelligently ranked results with a match confidence score,

case managers can quickly find the information they need, even when searching across partial

or incorrect data.

Designed to meet the strictest of privacy requirements, Objective Reach allows for different

controls and roles-based permissions. It ensures data is protected and secure while meeting

legislative requirements.

With a single central platform to find data and manage requests, Objective Reach empowers

informed decision-making to help drive better community outcomes. 
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Secure sharing of sensitive
information. 

Find matching data,
fast

HIGHLIGHTS

Securely share information in

real-time – access relevant

information in seconds and

improve decision-making.

Find intelligent data matches

despite poor quality data –

partial, phonetic and fuzzy data

matching with match confidence

scores. 

Maintain control – assign roles

and permissions to manage who

sees what information.

Comply with legislation – share

highly sensitive data while meeting

strict privacy requirements.  

Combine secure data sharing with sophisticated search for powerful decision-making and better community
outcomes.



Intelligent search and sharing for better community outcomes

Objective Reach is an award-winning solution developed from an innovation challenge

supported by the federal government. 

As a powerful secure information sharing solution, it makes it easy to find the most likely

matching records within seconds, then compare the results side-by-side. 

By offering sophisticated search and sharing, Objective Reach can be used to support better

outcomes across a number of sectors including:

Community services

Police and justice

Health and aged care

Environmental protection

Primary industries and biosecurity

Transportation

Industrial relations

Making better decisions with data from multiple systems

Easy access to information from multiple sources and compare records

Use one central platform to find data, compare records and manage follow-up tasks. By

assessing information from multiple sources, users can gain a clearer picture and improve

decision-making.

Rapidly find what you’re looking for

Find the most likely record within seconds despite data quality problems such as inaccurate,

incomplete and duplicate data. Partial, phonetic and fuzzy data matching helps case managers

find important results to fill critical information gaps. View inter-connecting information and

relationships to help gain a fuller picture. 

Objective Reach, and for us, Connect for Safety,

is a world-first initiative - it’s something that was

never achieved, anywhere, internationally or

across the nation before. It enables real-time

decision-making about risks for children that helps

keep them safe.

Briony Foster, Executive District Director, Sydney, South

Eastern Sydney and Northern Sydney Districts
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Make informed decisions with confidence

Save time spent working through results to find the right information, with results ranked in

order for easier searching. Each result comes with a match confidence score with colour

coded criteria explaining the detail behind the match.

Use match confidence score percentages to help find the best match.

Control access to meet your agency needs

Manage who can see what level of information with configurable role-based permissions.

Create different levels of privacy for sharing or viewing results and restrict access to highly

confidential information when needed. 

Comply with strict privacy legislation

Comprehensive controls, audit and security are designed to help meet strict legislation. Maintain

detailed audit logs, avoid unnecessary matching or sharing of data and ensure secure data

transfer.

With Objective Reach, government agencies can securely share and search for the information

they need fast, helping to improve decision-making and create better community outcomes. 
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Digital Government.
Stronger Communities.

We create software that makes a difference.

Innovation is our lifeblood. We invest significantly in the ongoing
development of our products to deliver outstanding solutions to the
public sector and regulated industries.

Using Objective software, thousands of public sector organisations
are developing policies with impact, accelerating processes and
delivering innovative services.

The result, stronger national and community outcomes; and
accountability that builds trust in government.

We help organisations shift to being completely digital. Where our
customers can work from anywhere; with access to information,
governance guaranteed, and security assured.
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